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capture the first before the American Fleet could be re-
inforced. Hongkong was only twenty hours from the southern
end of Formosa. If Japan elected to take that place and the
Philippines at the same time, neither England nor America
would have any naval base in the Far East and both would
be powerless. There were economic reasons why Japan
should hesitate to fight America. It was in the United States
that she had to find the market for her silks, and it was there
that she had to buy her raw cotton. This was a deterrent
which would cease to act as soon as Japan succeeded in
satisfying her industrial and commercial needs in China,
a potential market and source of supply. America could do
nothing to prevent or check the spread of Japanese influence
in that country. Without a backing of armed force diplomacy
was but an expression of opinion. The distance across
the Pacific precluded the use of it in the same way as it
prevented Japan from imposing her will on America. If
England developed Singapore, it would be an excellent
base for the Americans and very convenient for suppressing
Japan.
The American, Nicholas Roosevelt, wrote in much the
same strain. He said :
The fears of possible Japanese expansion are not unconnected
with the problem of Singapore. As the western gate of the
Pacific, Singapore is an ideal place for a naval station on which
to base the defence of British interests in China and the Pacific.
To describe it as a 'menace5 to Japan and hence as 'aggressive*
is to ignore its location and the true character of the interest
which it serves. Great Britain, it cannot be sufficiently em-
phasized, is the great conservator, bent only on holding what she
has. Hence the fortifications and naval docks and the oil reserves
at Singapore are to be used only if the balance of power in the
Pacific is disturbed.
If a line be drawn from the north-western tip of Sumatra
to Hongkong and thence to New Zealand, the peninsula and
islands that He east and south of it (with the exception of Timor)
will be found to belong to three Powers—Great Britain, the
United States, and Holland. Within this area the preservation
of the status quo is the chief aim of all three nations. In the defence
of this area Singapore plays the prime, Manila the second,
rdle. Hence it is as much to the interest of the United States to
see a strong British Fleet based on Singapore as it is to those of

